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In structural engineering, the word ‘‘complex’’ is often employed to deﬁne something that is difﬁcult to
understand or to solve. Anyhow, even if the concept is extensively employed in the practice, any proper
deﬁnition has not been formulated yet. Taking one’s cue from other scientiﬁc disciplines, a metric for
complexity based on the performance of the load paths through the structural scheme is proposed. Refer-
ring to frames, characterized by large interaction between the beams, an analysis based on graph theory
is proposed. A beam importance factor is then deduced and preliminary robustness properties are dis-
cussed. Three examples are proposed in order to examine the capabilities of the complexity indices
and the beam importance factor. The structural robustness is then worked-out. Load redistribution,
which represents an important aspect in structural behavior, should act in the structure in such a way
that a damage would not cause collapse. The effects of a prescribed damage on a frame are analyzed
and commented.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction: the concept of complexity
In structural engineering, the word ‘‘complex’’ is often em-
ployed to deﬁne something that is difﬁcult to understand or to
solve. As stated by Edmonds (1995), there are many ideas that sur-
round the concept of complexity. First, the size of the structure
gives an indication of the difﬁculties to understand the behavior,
i.e., a cantilever is simpler than a 10-stories building. In addition,
the presence of elements with different functions, say beams and
columns in a frame, increases the difﬁculties in the calculus and
modeling. In general, a complex structure is the one that cannot
be reduced to a simple scheme without loosing important aspects
of the structural behavior. This characteristics can be surely com-
pared with Kolomogorov complexity (Kolmogorov, 1965), which
can be identiﬁed as the size of the minimum description of the
system.
However, even if this concept is extensively employed in civil
engineering practice, a proper deﬁnition has not been formulated
yet. The general deﬁnition of complexity given by Simon (1962)
can be translated to structural engineering. Thus, a complex struc-
ture can be deﬁned as the one made up by a large number of parts
that interact in a non-simple way. In such systems, the different
contributions of each part contribute to the whole system (Ay
et al., 2006), i.e., each element has different resisting mechanisms
that interact with each other in such a way that the performance ofthe overall structure is not simply the sum of the single
mechanisms.
Once a general deﬁnition of structural complexity is given, there
is the need of quantifying complexity in order to compare different
schemes. In a large number of disciplines, e.g., biology, game the-
ory, communication, computer science, etc., a speciﬁc metric for
complexity has been already deﬁned. Lloyd (2001) found more
than 30 different deﬁnitions, which can be substantially grouped
into two categories. On one side, there are the measures that cap-
ture the randomness, the information content or the description of
a process, e.g., periodical systems are less complex than random
ones. On the other side, complexity depends upon the size of the
process: the larger the system the greater the complexity.
We believe that the complexity of a system can be calculated by
considering the amount of information carried in it. For example,
Adami and Cerf (1996) used the so called physical complexity to
analyze the amount of information that an organism stores in its
genome from the environment where it evolves. The approach is
based on the concept of entropy introduced by Shannon (1948)
that captures the amount of information within a sequence. The
information content and the entropy can be found in other ap-
proaches to complexity (Grassberger, 1986; Dehmer and Mowsho-
witz, 2011). In the classical thermodynamic deﬁnition, (Calinescu,
2002), the entropy is deﬁned as the natural force which carries a
system from an improbable to a probable condition. In statistical
mechanics, entropy is essentially a measure of the number of ways
in which a system may be arranged, often taken to be a measure of
disorder: the higher the entropy, the higher the disorder. The en-
tropy is proportional to the logarithm of the number of possible
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of the system (microstates), which could give rise to the observed
macroscopic state (macrostate) of the system through Boltzmann’s
constant of proportionality.
According to the information perspective, entropy is deﬁned as
the amount of information required to describe the state of the sys-
tem (Shannon, 1948; Beer, 1994; Cover and Thomas, 2006). Entro-
py increases with an increase in the variety and uncertainty in the
system. Correspondingly, a highly complex system requires a lar-
ger amount of information to describe its state. An increase of
the complexity of a system, through increased disorder, variety
and uncertainty, would be represented by an increase of its entro-
py, which, as stated, quantiﬁes the amount of information required
to describe the state of the system (Calinescu, 2002).
Shannon was the ﬁrst who introduced in 1948 the concept of
measuring the quantity of information by means of entropy within
the frame of a general theory of communication (Shannon, 1948).
Supposing to have a set of possible n outcomes to which a set of
probabilities p1; p2; . . . ; pnð Þ is assigned, i.e.,
Pn
i¼1pi ¼ 1, a measure
of how much uncertain is the choice (or how much choice is in-
volved in the event) can be expressed as:
H ¼ K
Xn
i¼1
pi log pi; ð1Þ
where K is a positive constant that merely depends upon the unit of
measure. This quantity H is called information-entropy and is the
only function that satisﬁes the following axioms:
1. H ¼ 0 if and only if all the pi are zero, except one having unit
value. Thus only when we are certain of the outcome, will the
entropy be null.
2. If all pi are equal, i.e., pi ¼ 1n , then H is a monotonically increas-
ing function of n. This means that with equally likely events
there is more choice, or uncertainty, when there are more pos-
sible events.
3. H achieves its maximum, logn (for K ¼ 1), when all the events
have equal probabilityp1 ¼ p2 ¼    ¼ pn ¼
1
n
:This situation corresponds to the maximum uncertainty.
The quantiﬁcation of how much complex a system is has been
handled, for example, in computer science, by using graph theory.
A program, i.e., an algorithm, can be imagined as a graph between
an initial and a ﬁnal node: in the case in which there are cycles or
cases, the ﬂow from the beginning to the end is not unique. In that
sense, McCabe (1976) suggested to analyze the number of possible
paths through a program between the initial and the ﬁnal node and
to relate to that quantity the value of the complexity. The decom-
position of objects for reducing the complexity of a problem has
been handled in pure and applied sciences. Bosák (1990) intro-
duced the mathematical problem of decomposition of graphs into
factors with given diameter. In communication, Colbourn and Ling
(2003) dealt with minimization problems in synchronous optical
networks by means of graph decomposition. In computer sciences,
Wheater and McCue (1992) showed that reconﬁgurations of dis-
tributed applications through object decomposition enhance reli-
ability and performance.
Other approaches to measure the complexity of a graph have
been introduced, e.g., the connectivity of each node or graph diam-
eter. The structural complexity of a graph has been used exten-
sively in different ﬁelds of chemistry, biology and social sciences.
In these applications, entropy is interpreted as the structural infor-mation content and serves as a complexity measure (Dehmer and
Mowshowitz, 2011).
Due to the wide ﬁeld of application, graph entropy has been de-
ﬁned in various ways. Mowshowitz (1968) ﬁrst studied the prob-
lem of deﬁning the entropy of a graph representing its structural
information content. Körner’s research on graph entropy was stim-
ulated by this approach but is more rooted in information theory
(Körner, 1973); he deﬁned the entropy of a graph to deﬁne the
amount of information that can be transferred through a commu-
nication in which pairs of symbol may be confused. Dehmer
(2008b) formulated a method for determining the information
content of graphs based on a tree decomposition, which supposes
to derive a tree from any node of the graph. He deﬁned also an en-
tropy measure based on an arbitrary information functional (Deh-
mer, 2008a) in such a way that, for a given vertex v i belonging to
the set of vertices V, and for an information functional f, he com-
putes the quantity
p v ið Þ ¼ f v ið ÞPjV j
j¼1f v j
  ; ð2Þ
where jV j is the number of vertices. The previous quantity can be
deﬁned as vertex probability because the equation holds:
p v1ð Þ þ p v2ð Þ þ    þ p v jV j
  ¼ 1: ð3Þ
The entropy Hf of the graph is then computed as follows:
Hf ¼ 
XjV j
i¼1
f v ið ÞPjV j
j¼1f v j
  log f v ið ÞPjV j
j¼1f v j
 
 !
: ð4Þ
The wide range of applications of graph theory in contexts dif-
ferent from pure mathematics makes graphs particularly well-sui-
ted objects for a mathematical study of complexity (Mowshowitz,
1968). In structural engineering, as detailed in the following Sec-
tion 4.1, graphs have served as means for computational optimiza-
tion questions. The entropy approach to structural topological
properties of graphs associated to structures requires a simple
framework able to be applicable to real engineering cases.
Transposing the above concepts to structural analysis, let us
consider the following example. In Fig. 1 two similar 6-stories
frames are shown. Beam lengths, mechanical and material proper-
ties are identical in both schemes except for certain columns and
beams of the structure on the right-hand side that are larger, as
illustrated. Which scheme is more complex? If no load is applied
to the structure, the mutual interaction that exists between the
elements due to the indeterminacy, i.e., the redundancy of resisting
mechanisms, cannot be activated. Thus, the two schemes are quite
similar. On the contrary, when external loads are applied, both
structures deform. The overall performance can be evaluated:
structure (b), as shown later in the present work, is more efﬁcient
than (a) in the sense that its structural performance is greater. In
other words, under the same loads, the displacements are smaller.
A prevailing resisting scheme can be found in the right-hand side
structure. The vertical loads are carried by the deep beams on
the top and are preferentially transferred to the foundation
through the large column. The horizontal loads are transmitted di-
rectly to the central column.
The simple considerations highlighted in the previous example
can lead to an idea of structural complexity. For instance, the com-
plexity of a system should be independent of the entity and the po-
sition of the external forces. Hence, a complex structure can be
deﬁned as the one made up by a large number of parts that interact
in a non-simple way under an arbitrary loading scheme.
A large number of resisting mechanisms that ensure the trans-
fer of the applied loads from the top nodes to the foundation
through the structure implies, in a certain sense, a complex
Fig. 1. Two similarly connected and loaded structures. The one on the left-hand
side (a) is composed by elements that have comparable stiffnesses, while the other
(b) is composed by certain elements with higher stiffness.
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complexity that quantiﬁes the amount of interaction through dif-
ferent force paths, i.e., different resisting mechanisms. Examples
of this metric are presented in order to understand its inﬂuence
on the structural behavior. In particular, the examples refer to
frame structures, which are the most common schemes in the cur-
rent practice of steel and reinforced concrete structures. This paper
is organized as follows. A general introduction on Structural
Robustness is reported Section 2. In Section 3, the deﬁnitions and
the theoretical aspects of complexity of a general structure are
considered. In Section 4, complexity is computed in reference to
frame structures. In particular, details on algebraic graph theory
approach are given for the sake of explaining the computational as-
pects of the calculations. Applications of the novel metric and dis-
cussions on the results are proposed in Section 5. Following that,
the robustness of a frame structure is worked-out. In Section 6, a
general overview on structural robustness is made in order to deal
with damage effects that might affect a structure. A measure of the
residual load-carrying capacity a structure has against damage act-
ing on one of its elements, is herein proposed. In Section 7.1, the
applicability of the method to real structures is discussed. At theend of the paper, in Section 8, ﬁnal comments on the results are
made and suggestions for future research are put forward.2. Structural robustness
Whereas complexity might be considered still an underdevel-
opment topic in structural engineering, robustness already plays
a fundamental role in design and represents a modern research to-
pic in the ﬁeld of structural engineering (Starossek and Haberland,
2011; Masoero et al., 2010). This fact is conﬁrmed by the growing
importance that design codes have given to that topic after the
accident at the Ronan Point Apartment Building in 1968, the Okla-
homa Building collapse in 1995 and the Twin Tower collapse in
2001. Many deﬁnitions of robusntess have been formulated, as
shown in (Baker et al., 2008). Many structural design codes, see
for example (CEN, 1994), specify that structures should be robust
in the sense that the consequences of structural failure should not
be disproportional to the effect causing the failure. Although this def-
inition based on element failure is commonly used in the current
design practice, others approaches have been proposed. Lind
(1996) introduced the concept of ‘‘damage tolerance’’ as the capac-
ity of the system to be able to sustain some damage without fail-
ure. A similar deﬁnition of structural robustness has been given
by Val et al. (2006). Vrouwenvelder (2008) extended this concept
by comprising any sort of source of local damage. Masoero et al.
(2010) proposed the analogy of structural robustness with material
toughness, a well-known concept of material science and fracture
mechanics.
Damage tolerance enters also in the measure of ‘‘system
dependability’’. This attribute can be intended as the grade of con-
ﬁdence on the safety and on the performance of a structural system
(Bontempi et al. (2007)). In this framework, damage tolerance is in-
tended as the capacity of the structure to absorb, continuously in
time, local damages of small entity, such as that ones due to mate-
rial degradation or corrosion (compare, e.g., to the concept of
resilience).
Damage tolerance can usually be assured if sufﬁcient provisions
are provided. As reported in the present work, frame behavior
exhibits a sort of redundancy that can be intended as the capacity
to redistribute the loads when a damage process acts on some
parts of the structure. Although that property has been shown to
be important for preventing local collapses, in some cases it is pref-
erable to compartmentalize the structure rather than tying the
structure together, increasing the probability of global collapse
(Baker et al., 2008).
The previous concepts can be applied, in a practical way, to real
structures. Recent trends, as reported in the papers by Taleb, high-
lighted the unpredictability of certain events. In general the sever-
ity of the event is inversely proportional to its expected frequency
(Taleb, 2007). For example, the so-called 10-year ﬂood will be
more frequent than the 100-year ﬂood, and the 100-year ﬂood will
be more devastating. From a statistical point of view, the smaller
the probability, the larger the sample size has to be in order to
make inferences, and the smaller the probability, the higher the
relative error in estimating this probability (Taleb, 2007). Unex-
pected damages, as well as extreme forces, can be classiﬁed as rare
events with strong effects on the structure. Taleb (2010) called this
kind of events with the name of Black Swans. Recently, Nafday
(2008) and Nafday (2011) suggested an approach to deal with such
design situations. He made use of a recent concept introduced in
system-engineering: the consequence based design. This approach
has been ﬁrst introduced by Abrams (2002) who suggested to re-
duce seismic risk in systems by identifying uncertainties in all
components and quantifying their effects on the society (property
damage, human life and business interruption) in order to develop
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ilar approach has been suggested by Duenas-Osorio et al. (2007)
with respect to low probability–high consequence earthquakes,
i.e., the ones that may strike the central region of the U.S. At a de-
sign level, Bos (2007) applied this concept to glass as a structural
material. In that sense, glass is susceptible to a wide range of acci-
dents causing glass breakage. Hence, the author integrated existing
probabilistic methods with a consequence-based analysis. Com-
bined, these approaches offer the possibility to formulate a priori
the desired level of safety and to evaluate and compare objectively
design alternatives for a speciﬁc application.Fig. 2. External (a) and internal (b) statically indeterminate structures. Usually, the
presence of closed frames in the structural scheme implies internal static
indeterminacy.
Fig. 3. Cuts in K1 and K2 to turn the statically indeterminate structure into a
statically determinate one.3. A measure of structural complexity
By analyzing a structural scheme, the expert structural engineer
is able to identify the paths through which the load is transferred
from the elevation to the foundation. As rule of thumb, the load
is carried by the stiffer parts of the structure, while the weaker
are less stressed. The former should then be accurately designed
because of their importance in the structural scheme. Anyway, it
may be interesting to identify these paths in order to understand
the functioning of the structure and to direct forces through de-
sired elements rather than other ones. This analysis is particularly
interesting on statically indeterminate structures, where the stiff-
ness of elements and the topology of nodal connections play a rel-
evant role in the overall response under static and dynamic loads.
The method herein proposed might be useful for increasing the
robustness and the safety of the structure, as explained in
Section 8.
3.1. A corollary of Menabrea’s Theorem
All the discussion presented in this work is based on the static
conditions of the structural scheme, it is therefore necessary to re-
state correctly few deﬁnitions.
 An externally statically indeterminate structure is the one for
which removal of a number of external constrain makes the
scheme statically determinate.
 An internally statically indeterminate structure is the one for
which removal of the external constrain still leaves the scheme
statically indeterminate. In that case, the structure can be
turned into a statically determinate one by properly removing
internal constrain, i.e., making cuts or inserting hinges.
Fig. 2(a) and (b) show, respectively, an external and an internal
statically indeterminate structure.
Let us now consider the structural scheme in Fig. 2(b). Follow-
ing the previous deﬁnitions, it can be classiﬁed as an internal stat-
ically indeterminate structure, as the removal of neither of the
ﬁxed ends makes the structure statically determinate. Two cuts
can be made, see Fig. 3, and the structure turns into the sum of
two statically determined different schemes. In order to guarantee
the compatibility of displacements at the two sides of the cuts, a
system of forces k must be applied at the interfaces of the cuts
K1 and K2, see Fig. 4. Once a reference system for displacements
is introduced, six compatibility equations can be written:
uIki ¼ uIIki
v Iki ¼ v IIki
uIki ¼ uIIki
8><
>: i ¼ 1;2; ð5Þ
i.e., for horizontal and vertical displacements and for rotations. This
approach has the same operative bases as the solution of statically
indeterminate schemes by means of the Virtual Work Theorem inorder to get the ﬂexibility of the structure under a unitary redun-
dant (internal or external) reaction.
As a result of the previous discussion, we deﬁne fundamental
structure (F.S.) the statically determinate structure subjected to
the loads and extracted from a statically indeterminate scheme,
like the one of Fig. 3.
The Principle of the Minimum of Complementary Potential,
which is known as Menabrea’s Theorem, can be used for the anal-
ysis of the fundamental structures of a scheme (Menabrea, 1858).
Menabrea’s Theorem states that, in a n-times statically indetermi-
nate structure, the n unknown external reactions are the ones for
which the complementary energy reaches a minimum.
Let us consider, again, a scheme for which the indeterminacy is
due to the internal connections, i.e., an internally static indetermi-
nate structure. Does the complementary energy behaves in the
same manner when the redundant forces are internal? As proved
in Appendix A, the same conclusion can be drawn for internal stat-
ically indeterminate structures, as detailed below.
Referring to Fig. 4, which represent the fundamental structures
extracted from the scheme of Fig. 2(b), consider the deformation
work W. It can be expressed as a function of both the external
forces F and the internal redundant forces ki;m (i ¼ 1;2 and
m ¼ 1;2;3), i.e.,
Fig. 4. Redundant forces ki;m , with i ¼ 1;2 and m ¼ 1;2;3, at the cuts K1 and K2.
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For any arbitrary value of the external loads FH, the value of the
deformation work W can be plotted in a 7-dimensions space as a
function of the ki;m (index i spans over the cuts, index m spans over
the internal force components, i.e., i ¼ 1;2 andm ¼ 1;2;3). As a cor-
ollary of Menabrea’s Theorem presented in Appendix A, the
function
W ¼W FH; k1;1; k1;2; k1;3; k2;1; k2;2; k2;3
 
reaches a minimum in correspondence of the ki;m values satisfying
Eqs. (5). W represents the deformation work Win of the original
statically indeterminate structure, which is independent of the cuts
made, i.e., of the chosen fundamental structure.
For better understanding, consider that all the internal forces
are supposed ﬁxed to their values k1;2; . . . ; k

2;3, except k1;1. Fig. 5
plots W versus k1;1. As demonstrated, the minimum of W is at-
tained when k1;1 ¼ k1;1. At k1;1 ¼ 0 no horizontal force acts on the
structure at point K1. That represents an internal disconnection.
The same reasoning can be extended to the other internal forces
in such a way that, for ki;m ¼ 0, for i ¼ 1;2 and m ¼ 1;2;3, the cut
structure is subjected only to external forces. In the last case the
statically determinate structure is the fundamental structure pre-
viously deﬁned.
The deformation work,WS , can now be computed in the funda-
mental structure and one of the following situations may appear.
 WS > Win, i.e., the deformation work in the fundamental struc-
ture is greater than the deformation work in the original stati-
cally indeterminate structure: the forces at the interfaces of
the cuts, i.e., the redundant internal forces, give a contribution
for the performance of the structure. The application of these
forces reduces the overall work performed by the structure;Fig. 5. Values of W ¼W F; k1;1; k1;2; k1;3; k2;1; k2;2; k2;3ð Þ versus k1;1. At ki;m , the
function reaches a minimum, that is the work of deformation for the statically
indeterminate structure, i.e., W F; k1;1; k

1;2; k

1;3; k

2;1; k

2;2; k

2;3
 
¼Win . WS ¼Win, i.e., the deformation work in the cut structure is
equal to the deformation work in the original statically indeter-
minate structure: no extra contribution is given to the perfor-
mance of the structure by the application of the internal
redundant forces.
3.2. The index of structural complexity
Although it is not possible to equal the deformation work of the
fundamental structure, WS , and of the original one, Win, because
each element has, even if small, a proper stiffness, the proposed ap-
proach permits to highlight the presence of mechanisms that give
signiﬁcant contribution to the response of the global structure un-
der the external actions. In other words, the presence of a funda-
mental structure for which the deformation work WS
approximates the Win implies that there is a preferential path
through which the loads are carried. An example of that is repre-
sented in Fig. 6; beam CD has larger cross-section. Two possible
fundamental structures can be imagined: e.g., one represented by
the horizontal beams ADB, the other one by the vertical beam
CD. For the applied external load, the former exhibits larger defor-
mation work than the latter. As much as this discrepancy increases,
i.e., as the ﬂexural and shear stiffness of beam AD and DB reduce,
force path through the scheme moves totally towards the vertical
beam CD. In the hypothesis of ﬂexural and shear stiffnesses of
beams AD and DB equal to zero, the load is carried only by beam
CD. In that case, the deformation work of the entire structure is
equal to the work of the fundamental structure only composed
by element CD, as described above.
As a result of the investigation previously proposed, a funda-
mental structure subjected to external loads that has a deforma-
tion work close to the one of the original statically indeterminate
structure (under the same loads) can be considered as aFig. 6. Beam CD has larger cross-section. Two fundamental structures can be
imagined: one represented by horizontal beams ADB, the other one by vertical
beam CD. For the applied external load, the former exhibits larger deformation
work than the latter. The predominant force path is represented by column CD.
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the previous example, a different load distribution, like an horizon-
tal load in D, would imply a different conclusion.
Different quantities can be considered for describing the perfor-
mance of the structure. Many authors have used properties of the
stiffness matrix as indicators (Starossek and Haberland, 2011;
Biondini et al., 2008). In that sense, unfortunately, the stiffness ma-
trix contains quantities which cannot be compared because they
have different physical meaning. Moreover, the stiffness matrix
can describe the connections between the elements but does not
consider the effects due to the magnitude and direction of the
loads acting on the structure. Displacement ﬁeld would be another
possible solution. Anyway, rotations and translations posses differ-
ent physical units and cannot be compared. Hence, the deforma-
tion work is chosen as a performance indicator because of the
following aspects:
 pure elastic structures (linear and non-linear) are conservative
systems. Hence, deformation work is not affected by load his-
tory but only by the initial and ﬁnal positions;
 deformation work in linear elastic structures is equal to the
work performed by external forces and can be easily computed
by Clapeyron’s Theorem. In case of non-linear elasticity, the
deformation work has to be computed by a step-by-step
approach;
 the work performed by the structure merges into a single quan-
tity the stiffness of the structure and the loads acting on it.
Each fundamental structure represents a link between the
elevation and the foundation, a load path between the loaded
nodes and the foundation nodes. The performance of each load
path, intended as the discrepancy between the deformation
work in the fundamental structure and the original statically
indeterminate structure, is connoted as a descriptor of the load
path.
In particular, a performance factor wi referred to the ith funda-
mental structure can be deﬁned as
wi ¼
Win
WSi
; ð6Þ
where, as previously stated, Win is the deformation work of the
loaded statically indeterminate structure and WSi is the deforma-
tion work of the ith load path (e.g., a statically determinate struc-
ture), Si. The previous discussions can be related to the value
assumed by wi.
 wi  1, i.e., the fundamental structure and the original structure
have almost the same deformation work. The load path is thus
representative of the behavior of the structure.
 wi  0, i.e., the deformation work performed by the fundamen-
tal structure is much greater than the one performed by the ori-
ginal structure. The load path is not representative of the
behavior of the structure.
 Intermediate values of wi are possible depending upon the prox-
imity to one of the two limit conditions.
As stated in the introduction, an entropy based measure allows to
quantify the amount of information required to describe a system.
As much as the system shows deﬁned patterns in the structural
response, the entropy of the system should decrease. That concept
implies, obviously, that all the possible load paths are taken into
account in the analysis. However, a continuous element can be
cut in 1 different ways and, therefore, there are 1e possible fun-
damental structures, where e is the number of elements. Because
of that, we suppose that just the nodes are loaded. Despite thathypothesis may appear restraining in the analysis, it allows to take
into account distributed loads by considering equivalent loads at
nodes. Therefore, because the position of the cut in the element
is not relevant, the number of fundamental structures is ﬁnite
and is named s in the following.
The structural complexity index, SCI, which takes into account
the deﬁnition of information entropy previously recalled, can be
computed by the following formula:
SCI ¼ 
Xs
i¼1
wiPs
j¼1wj
log2
wiPs
j¼1wj
 !
; ð7Þ
where s is the (ﬁnite) number of load paths, i.e., fundamental struc-
tures, and wi the performance index of the ith load path linked to
the deformation work performed on the ith fundamental structure.
Since the ratiowiPs
j¼1wj
is smaller or equal to one, it can be alternatively considered a mea-
sure of probability. In that sense, Eq. (7) is very similar to the
expression proposed by Dehmer (2008a) and reported in Eq. (4)
where the information functional is based on metrical graph prop-
erties. In the structural case herein proposed, the information func-
tional is a parameter that idenitiﬁes the performance of the
fundamental structure.
The value of SCI is affected not only by the distribution of the wi
values but also by the size of the structure. Therefore, in order to
compare complexities of different structures, it is useful to
introduce a normalized quantity, called the Normalized Structural
Complexity Index, NSCI, ranging from 0 to 1 which can be ex-
pressed as
NSCI ¼ SCI log 1=sð Þ ¼
SCI
log sð Þ : ð8Þ
The denominator of the previous expression is the maximum value
of complexity for a structure with smechanisms with the same per-
formance, as stated in the introduction of the paper. In particular,
the NSCI parameter reﬂects the complexity of the structure in such
a way that:
 if NSCI  0, i.e., minimum complexity, the frame has a prevail-
ing resisting mechanismwhich can be identiﬁed as the one with
performance index wi close to one;
 if NSCI  1, i.e., maximum complexity, all the mechanisms have
the same weight in the overall behavior of the structure;
 intermediate values reﬂect the tendency towards particular
resisting schemes.
The procedure illustrated in the previous paragraphs can be
summarized in the following steps:
1. for a given loaded statically indeterminate structure, compute
the deformation work Win;
2. create cuts (or remove the beams if the loads are applied at
nodes) in such a way to turn the structure into a series of stat-
ically determinate schemes, S, called fundamental structure,
which play the role of admissible load paths;
3. compute the deformation work WS for each fundamental
structure;
4. compareWin andWS in order to put into evidence the presence
of a possible preponderant mechanism;
5. compute the SCI and the NSCI values in order to evaluate the
overall complexity of the scheme.
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The concepts previously illustrated can be applied to the
analysis of a frame structure. This kind of scheme is character-
ized by a large degree of static indeterminacy caused by the
jointed connections of the elements. There is, usually, a wide
distribution of stiffnesses between the elements, which are con-
ceived for performing different functions: the beams are charac-
terized by large ﬂexural inertia, while the columns have large
cross-section area. The complexity analysis of a large structure
with an high number of connection might be difﬁcult, in partic-
ular in deriving the set of fundamental structures. Anyway, once
this step is done, it is straightforward to compute the perfor-
mance indices w via force matrix methods (typical of frame anal-
ysis) and then apply Eqs. (7) and (8) to get the complexity
indices.
The most complicated step in the procedure is represented by
the deﬁnition of the set of the fundamental structures of the
scheme (i.e., of the load paths). This problem can be overcome by
using graph theory, as described below.
4.1. Graph theory and structural analysis
Any frame structure composed by beams linked with each oth-
ers by connections can be described by means of graph theory. This
approach is not novel in structural mechanics.
The ﬁrst (implicit) applications of graph theory in the ﬁeld of
applied sciences were provided by Kirchhoff and Maxwell in the
analysis of electrical networks. The ﬁrst applications of topology
and graph theory to structural mechanics is due to Carter (1944)
and Kron (1962) who ﬁrst made an explicit analogy between elec-
trical networks and elastic structures. In the same period, Langef-
ors (1950, 1956a,b) presented a framework for the analysis of
statically indeterminate continuous frames by means of algebraic
graph theory. An alternative approach was proposed by Samuels-
son (1962) for skeletal structures, and Wiberg (1970) for contin-
uum problems.
Henderson and Bickley (1955) related the degree of static
indeterminacy of a rigid-jointed frame to the First Betty Num-
ber and Kaveh applied many graph theoretical concepts to
structural mechanics (Kaveh, 1988) and, in particular, to struc-
tural optimization (Kaveh and Rahami, 2004). Others applica-
tions of graph theory to elastic systems can be found in
Kaveh (2006).
In this paper, graph theory and, in particular, algebraic graph
theory is used for getting the set of fundamental structures out
of the global frame. In order to perform the analysis, very few basic
deﬁnitions on graphs are required (Diestel, 2010). For this analysis,
it is important to remember that:
1. A rooted spanning tree of graph G is a connected acyclic subgraph
of G having the vertex-set equal to the one of G, and a special
vertex called root.
2. A frame associated graph is a graph whose edges and nodes are
in a one-to-one correspondence with the beams and the con-
nections of a structural frame.
3. A loaded node is a node of the frame associated graph corre-
sponding to a loaded connection of the frame.
4. A foundation node is that node of the frame associated graph
corresponding to the external constrain of the frame. The foun-
dation node is unique, in our ﬁrst approximation.
In order to understand the reasonings of Section 4.2, the deﬁni-
tions of adjacency matrix, incidence matrix and Laplacian of a
graph are required. These can be found on Godsil and Royle
(2001).4.2. Fundamental structures of a frame
A frame structure is a skeletal structure, i.e., a structure that can
be ideally represented by linear members appropriately connected
at point nodes (Henderson and Bickley, 1955), with ﬁxedly con-
nected elements at nodes. In our analysis we suppose that all
nodes are loaded. That hypothesis, recalling Section 3.2, is not
restraining in such a way that distributed loads can be condensed
with equivalent nodal loads. On top of that, any real structure pos-
sesses self weight and, therefore, at any node a dead load apply.
The associated graph G of the frame can be drawn remembering
that the foundation node is unique in the mathematical model (Ka-
veh, 2006). Comparing the original scheme with any fundamental
structure, the latter can be considered as a subgraph of G spanning
on it. The static determinacy of the fundamental structures implies
that any spanning subgraph will be a rooted tree of G, i.e., a span-
ning tree. Mathematically, the search of the set of rooted tree of a
graph coincides with the extraction of the set of all possible funda-
mental structures of the scheme, since the elements are jointed at
the nodes. If the elements were hinged in the nodes, the approach
would not operate and a more complicated reasoning should be
used.
In this sense, a help is given by algebraic graph theory: the
number of spanning trees in a graph G is determined by its Lapla-
cian. As a lemma of Kirchhoff’s Theorem, let n be the number of
vertices of G and let k1; . . . ; kn be the ordered eigenvalues of the
Laplacian of G. The number of spanning trees, s, is thus deﬁned as
s ¼ 1
n
Yn
i¼2
ki: ð9Þ
At the same time, it is necessary to deﬁne the degree of static
indeterminacy of the frame. That quantity would be important
for the determination of the number of cuts necessary for turning
the statically indeterminate scheme into a statically determined
one. In that sense, the Cyclomatic Number by Henderson and Bick-
ley (1955) that associates the First Betti Number of the frame asso-
ciated graph to the indeterminacy number, can be used. For a
graph with n nodes and e edges, the Cyclomatic Number C is equal
to
C ¼ e nþ 1: ð10Þ
The degree of static indeterminacy (C) of the frame is given by
C ¼ 3 C ¼ 3 e nþ 1ð Þ: ð11Þ4.3. Complexity indices and beam importance factor
The generation of all the possible fundamental structures s can
be automatized, as described in Section 5. Further, each fundamen-
tal structure can be solved via force matrix methods in order to get
displacements and rotations at each node. From Clapeyron’s Theo-
rem, supposing the structure linear elastic, the work of deforma-
tion WSi is equal to half the work performed by the external
actions under their nominal value over the ﬁnal displacement ﬁeld,
WSi ¼
1
2
fFgTfdg; ð12Þ
where fFg is the vector of the external forces, i.e., the loads, and fdg
is the vector of nodal displacements.
The deformation work WSi is assigned to the respective funda-
mental structure Si. Thus, the computation of the structural com-
plexity indices can be done with Eqs. (7) and (8).
The contribution of each element to the overall complexity of
the scheme is now evaluated. From the set of the performance
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element, which can be expressed as
bi ¼
Ps
j¼1wjqijPs
j¼1wj
ð13Þ
where qij is a discriminant parameter that is equal to 1 if and only if
the ith element belongs to the graph of the jth fundamental struc-
ture Sj, i.e.,
qij ¼
1 i 2 Sj;
0 otherwise:

ð14Þ
The physical meaning of bi reﬂects the importance of each sin-
gle element in the frame. In particular, bi  1 if the beam belongs
to fundamental structures with high performance factor w or, if
the beam represents a common and unique path connecting its
ends, as shown in Section 5.4. On the contrary, bi  0 if the beam
belongs to fundamental structures with low w (wi ¼ 0). Intermedi-
ate values are possible.5. Applications of structural complexity
In this section, the algorithm for the generation of the set of the
fundamental structures is illustrated and discussed. Three exam-
ples are presented. The ﬁrst example illustrates the basic ideas of
the metric of complexity, the second extends the concepts to the
parametric analysis of a simple frame. The main resisting mecha-
nism of a frame appears to change as much as the distance be-
tween the columns increases. The last example analyses in detail
the beam importance factor showing that values of bi close to
the unity implies both that a speciﬁc beam belongs to fundamental
structures with high performance factor and that the element may
belong to all the fundamental structures.5.1. Extraction of the set of fundamental structures S
As presented in Section 4.2, the generation of all the possible s
fundamental structures can be automatized. The ﬁrst step is to as-
sign to each element of the structure a progressive number. The C-
combinations of e elements are generated. Within the previous list,
as illustrated later, there are combinations that cannot be consid-
ered in the analysis and have to be removed. The remaining part
represents the set of the possible load-carrying fundamental struc-
tures. The steps of the algorithm are listed below:
1. The vertices (i.e., the nodes) and the edges (i.e., the beams) of
the graph are numbered progressively.
2. The incidence matrix B of the original structure is computed.
3. By means of Kirchhoff’s Theorem, the number of spanning trees,
s, is determined. The Cyclomatic Number, C, representing the
number of necessary cuts is computed.
4. Since e is the number of beams in the structure, the C-combina-
tions of e elements are generated. These represent the indices of
the elements of the graph of the structure that have to be
removed. The number of combinations is greater or equal than
s. That ise
C
 
6 s:Fig. 7. The two-stories frame analyzed.In fact, within all possible combinations, two different situations
might occur. On one side, it is possible that one or more nodes
are isolated; otherwise, it is possible that the number of connected
spanning subgraphs is greater than one. The counter parameter i is
set to 1, i ¼ 1.5. The ith combination is considered. The incidence matrix of the
structure is modiﬁed by means of the combination, i.e., null val-
ues are assigned to all the elements of the columns indexed in
the combination. The Laplacian is computed and, by means of
Kirchhoff’s Theorem, the number of spanning trees is deter-
mined. Two situations are possible:
 the number of spanning trees is equal to one. In that case
there is only one connected component that is also a tree;
 the number of spanning trees is equal to zero. If it is not pos-
sible to derive a tree that spans the entire structure, it
implies that the frame associated graph is composed by
two, or more, components.
6. If the previous control is satisﬁed, i.e., the number of spanning
trees is equal to one, the indices correspond to a feasible stati-
cally determinate structure and the counter parameter is
increased, i ¼ iþ 1.
At the end of the algorithm application, s combinations have been
isolated. The results can be stored in an extraction matrix. The fol-
lowing Example No. 1 reports all the calculations.
5.2. Example No. 1. A two-stories frame
Consider the frame structure in Fig. 7. It is made of HEB 300 (EU
53–62) columns and IPE 300 (EU 19–57) beams. The properties of
the elements are listed in Table 1.
The frame associated graph of the scheme is depicted in Fig. 8.
Vertices and edges are numbered progressively. Considering that
the foundation node is unique, there are e ¼ 6 edges and n ¼ 5
nodes. The incidence matrix B of the original structure is:
B ¼
1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 1
2
6666664
3
7777775
:
The eigenvalues of the Laplacian, which is BBT , are ordered and re-
ported in the following vector k
Table 1
Geometrical and mechanical properties of the frame depicted in Fig. 7.
Element l (m) A (m2) J (m4) E (GPa)
1 5.0 5:381 103 8:356 105 210
2 5.0 5:381 103 8:356 105 210
3 3.0 1:491 102 2:517 104 210
4 3.0 1:491 102 2:517 104 210
5 3.0 1:491 102 2:517 104 210
6 3.0 1:491 102 2:517 104 210
Fig. 8. Frame associated graph of the structure in Fig. 7.
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0:0000
1:3820
2:3820
3:6180
4:6180
2
6666664
3
7777775
The number of fundamental structures is given by Eq. (9). Hence,
s ¼ 1
5
Y5
i¼2
ki ¼ 11:
The number of necessary cuts to turn the graph into a tree is given
by Eq. (10), that is
C ¼ 6 5þ 1 ¼ 2:
The 2-combinations of 6 elements (15 in total) are represented by
the following list.
1;2f g 1;3f g 1;4f g 1;5f g 1;6f g
2;3f g 2;4f g 2;5f g 2;6f g 3;4f g
3;5f g 3;6f g 4;5f g 4;6f g 5;6f g
Note that the combinations 1;3f g and 1;5f g implying the cut of
beams 1 and 3, or 1 and 5, isolate nodes 1 and 2, respectively. On
the other hand, combinations 3;5f g and 4;6f g separate the struc-
ture in such a way that the spanning trees are more than one.
Hence, four combinations have to be neglected. The eleven admissi-
ble fundamental structures are reported in Table 2.
In order to examine the complexity indices and the beam
importance factor, two different loading schemes are considered.
The ﬁrst loading scheme is reported in column LS1 of Table 3: only
vertical loads act on nodes. Due to the symmetry of the structure
and of the loads, the structure transfers almost the totality of the
loads through the columns. The deformation work of the original
structure is calculated using Clapeyron’s Theorem and is equal to
Win ¼ 4:791 101 Nm:
The analysis of the performance of each fundamental structure
deriving from the eleven spanning trees of Table 2 gives that theStructural Complexity and the Normalized Structural Complexity
Indices are, respectively,
SCI ¼ 0:0976;
NSCI ¼ 0:0282:
The last parameter denotes that the scheme is not complex (NSCI
very close to zero) and that there is a speciﬁc mechanism which
is preponderant. As can be seen in Table 4, the ratio between WS1
and Win is 1.00, while the others are very close to zero. Because
of that, F.S 1 can be considered as the preponderant load path in
the frame. The beam indices, calculated with Eq. (13), are reported
in Table 5.
The second loading scheme LS2 takes into account horizontal
and vertical forces at nodes. Thus, the results are different. The
deformation work of the whole structure is equal to
Win ¼ 2:230 103 Nm
and the Structural Complexity and the Normalized Structural Com-
plexity Indices are, respectively,
SCI ¼ 2:6273;
NSCI ¼ 0:7595:
The last parameter demonstrates that there are no single pre-
ponderant mechanism. That result can be seen in the right-hand
side column of Table 4: no value is close to one. Anyway, the most
relevant load path is represented by fundamental structure F.S 4,
which has the highest w value. The presence of more than one pre-
ponderant mechanisms involving different sets of distinct ele-
ments is a good starting point for the analysis of the presence of
different load paths. As detailed in Section 6, incrementing the
number of load paths in a structure is an effective strategy for
increasing structural robustness.
5.3. Example No. 2. A two-stories frame – parametric analysis
Consider again the structural scheme reported in Fig. 7 and pre-
viously analyzed in Section 5.2. The structure, whose material
properties (cross-section area and inertia and elastic modulus)
are reported in Table 1, is loaded with the Loading Scheme 2
(LS2) of Table 3. A parametric analysis can be performed. The con-
trolling parameter is represented by a shape factor f (cell aspect),
that is
f ¼ L
h
;
where h is the length of the columns and L is the distance between
columns. The value of f ranges from 0.033 to 4. In other words, say-
ing that h is kept constant at 3.00 m, Lmin ¼ 0:10 m and
Lmax ¼ 12:00 m. In this analysis, the monitored quantities are the
performance factors wi, the Normalized Structural Complexity In-
dex, NSCI, and the deformation work of the original statically inde-
terminate structure, Win.
In Fig. 9, the performance factors of the eleven fundamental
structures are plotted as functions of f. As can be seen, the most
relevant load paths are the structures 1, 2, 4 and 8 respectively.
Since the loads act on nodes vertically (down) and horizontally
(right), these schemes are the ones for which both the statically
determined structure shows high stiffness and the mutual works
are less relevant. For example, taking the F.S. 5 of Table 2, the load
applied to node 3 generates large displacements on the remaining
nodes and, thus, the work of deformation increases. As illustrated,
for f! 0, that is as the distance between the columns reduces, all
the fundamental structures, except F.S.1, tend to have performance
factor w equal to 0.50. F.S. 1 has w1  1 showing that the frame can
Table 2
The eleven fundamental structures (F.S.) obtained from the frame of Example No. 1.
Table 3
The two considered loading schemes LS1 and LS2 on the frame of Fig. 7. Loads are in
kN and their direction of application follows the reference system reported in Fig. 7.
Node LS1 LS2
Vertical Horizontal Vertical Horizontal
1 100 0 100 60
2 100 0 100 60
3 100 0 100 30
4 100 0 100 30
5 0 0 0 0
Table 4
wi ¼WSi =Win ratio for LS1 and LS2 for the frame of Fig. 7. Values
close to 1.00 indicate that the fundamental structure plays a
relevant role in the structural behavior of the frame. On the
contrary, values close to 0.00 indicate that the fundamental
structure has a marginal role as a load path in the structural
behavior of the frame.
Fund. strct. LS1 LS2
F.S. 1 1.0000 0.3360
F.S. 2 0.0006 0.0702
F.S. 3 0.0006 0.0144
F.S. 4 0.0018 0.1401
F.S. 5 0.0005 0.0253
F.S. 6 0.0018 0.0376
F.S. 7 0.0005 0.0150
F.S. 8 0.0008 0.0705
F.S. 9 0.0006 0.0130
F.S. 10 0.0006 0.0381
F.S. 11 0.0008 0.0197
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predominancy is shown for f 6 0:35. As much as f increases, other
load paths become predominant. In particular, for 0:35 < f 6 1:10
the fundamental structures F.S. 8 and F.S. 2 attain higher perfor-
mance index. This result can be attributed to the frame behavior
of the structural scheme. In that sense, the loads are transferred
from one column to the other through the horizontal beams. For
f-values larger than 1.10, w1 increases while all the others perfor-
mance factors decrease. This tendency highlights the fact that the
structural scheme behaves like a double cantilever, independently
loaded. The stiffness of the horizontal beams is not able to guaran-
tee the efﬁcient sharing of the loads between the columns.The previous observations can be deduced from the analysis of
the Normalized Structural Complexity Index. In Fig. 10, NSCI is
plotted versus f ratio. For f! 0 the complexity is maximum be-
cause all the wi are equal, except w1  1. The maximum complexity
reﬂects the properties of entropy measures reported in the intro-
Table 5
Beam importance factors bi for the frame of Fig. 7 for loading schemes LS1
and LS2.
Element LS1 LS2
1 0.0073 0.4607
2 0.0040 0.2898
3 0.9968 0.7133
4 0.9975 0.7382
5 0.9968 0.8777
6 0.9975 0.9204
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equal to 0.80. The constancy represents a well developed frame
behavior. As much as f increases, then, the NSCI decreases showing
that the statically indeterminate structure turns into a simpler
scheme, which corresponds to the fundamental structure F.S.1
(e.g., the role of beams vanishes).
The value of Win versus f ratio is represented in the left-hand
side plot of Fig. 10. The interesting behavior of this quantity con-
ﬁrms the previous suppositions on the functioning of the structural
scheme. In particular, for f! 0 the deformation work increases be-
cause the internal lever arm represented by the two columns is
small enough and the scheme globally behaves like a double can-
tilever. At f  0:35, value at which a developed frame behavior
was obtained, the deformation work reaches a minimum. For
increasing f-values the deformation work increases monotonically.
This behavior can be explained by means of considerations on the
inﬂuences of the singular fundamental structures on the whole
loaded scheme. First, at f ¼ 0, the following situation is present:
the statically indeterminate structure is, ideally, a single vertical
cantilever (composed by two superposed cross sections). On one
hand, F.S.1 has a deformation work very close to the one of the ori-
ginal structure. On the contrary, the other ten F.S. have larger
deformation works, say roughly twice W1, because columns are
partially cut and, thus, the bending moment generated by the hor-
izontal forces is supported, alternatively, by only one column (i.e.,
the deformation work duplicates because the cross-section halves).
As much as f increases, the horizontal beams starts to be sub-
jected to internal forces. Anyway, F.S.1 continues to behave in ex-
actly the same manner (the horizontal beams are off the scheme).0 0.5 1 1.5 2
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Fig. 9. Performance factor of the eleven fundamental structures as functions of the f ratio
index are shown: for 0 < f 6 0:35 the fundamental structure F.S. 1 prevailing, for 0:35 < f
fundamental structure F.S. 1 is again the predominant load path.On the contrary, the deformation work of the other mechanisms,
e.g., F.S. ð2;4;5;8Þ, reduces gradually, as shown by the relative ratio
w2;4;5;8=w1. The presence of various mechanisms with similarly low
deformation works is, in our opinion, the cause of the minimum of
Wind.5.4. Example No. 3. A single-column frame
In order to investigate the physical meanings of the beam
importance factor bi, the following example is proposed. Consider
the scheme reported in Fig. 11. Shaded nodes, i.e., all nodes except
node A and foundation node, are loaded. The particularity of the
frame is represented both by element I which is the only connec-
tion between the elevation nodes and the foundation node and
by element II which links the unloaded node A to the remaining
part of the scheme and, thus, to the foundation. All beams are
3.00 m length and cross-section area and moment of inertia are
5381 mm2 and 8356 104 mm4, respectively (IPE 300). Elements
are made of steel, i.e., E ¼ 210 GPa.
Attention is now focused on the values of the beam importance
factor b with reference to elements I and II. The results of the anal-
ysis show the following aspects:
 bI ¼ 1:00 because element I is the only connection between the
foundation node and the elevation structure. Therefore, all the
fundamental structures have element I in common. Remember-
ing Eq. (13), qIj ¼ 1 for any j ¼ 1; . . . ; s and therefore the numer-
ator is equal to the denominator, that is bI ¼ 1;
 in the same way, bII ¼ 1:00 because element II is the only con-
nection between node A and the foundation, independently of
the fact that node A is unloaded.
Following the results of the above example, it can be derived that
the beam importance factor b does not take into account the pres-
ence, or not, of loads upon the nodes. The factor is identical both
for the element I, which is really fundamental for the functioning
of the scheme, and element II, which has no importance for the
overall behavior in the sense that it links the structure with an iso-
lated and unloaded node.2.5 3 3.5 4
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Fig. 10. In the right-hand side part, the Normalized Structural Complexity Index (NSCI) is plotted as a function of f. For f  0, the NSCI is roughly equal to one. As f increases,
NSCI decreases. At about f ¼ 0:80, a local minimum is shown and, then, a local maximum is recorded at f ¼ 1:10. Then, the NSCI monotonically decreases towards zero
showing that the complexity reduces for large f. In the left-hand side part, the deformation work of the original structure is plotted as a function of f. A minimum is shown at
f  0:35 representing a well developed frame behavior, i.e., the load is transferred from the columns through an efﬁcient effort of the horizontal beams. Since the forces are
kept constant throughout the parametric analysis, this last conﬁguration represents the optimal if the displacements of the scheme have to be limited, like in a real design
(the lower the deformation work, the more reduced the displacements).
Fig. 11. Frame of Example 3. The structural scheme presents one column (indicated
with boxed letter I) linking the foundation node with the elevation structure.
Another particularity of the scheme is represented by node A which is connected to
the remaining structure by the cantilever element II, alone. Loaded nodes are
shaded.
Table 6
Beam importance factors of element III in the initial condition (Stage I) with nominal
geometrical properties and in the ﬁnal condition (Stage II) with reduced geometrical
properties. bIII reduces in the second stge showing that the element contributes
marginally to the overall static behavior.
bIII NSCI Win (Nm)
Stage I 0.7146 0.9673 1:154 105
Stage II 0.4359 0.9122 1:215 105
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when its mechanical properties are strongly reduced. In particular,
at that stage (named Stage II, see caption of Table 6 for details), the
cross-section area and inertia of element III are set at
1:03 103 m2 and 1:71 106 m4. Material is unchanged. The
values of bIII are reported in Table 6. The beam importance factor
reduces as well as the mechanical properties of the element, hence
the performance of those fundamental structures containing beam
III diminishes. This trend reﬂects the fact that lower mechanical
properties imply higher deformation work both in the whole struc-ture and in the element. The former aspect is highlighted by the va-
lue of Win increasing in Stage II, the latter can be derived from the
value of bIII at Stage II since the number and the topology of the
fundamental structures remain unchanged in both the monitored
stages. It can be derived that low beam importance factors imply
that the corresponding elements contribute only marginally to
the overall structural behavior.6. Robustness of a frame
The possibility of designing a structure in the framework of a
consequence based design has been shown to be a proper strategy
for ensuring structural robustness. In the following, the robustness
of a frame is assessed in the light of the complexity indices previ-
ously deﬁned. As seen in the previous sections, for a given loading
condition and stiffnesses distribution across the structure, an
importance factor can be assigned to each element, see Table 5.
Let us suppose now to change the topology of the frame by remov-
ing one or more elements. The attention is focused now on the ef-
fects of that removal. For example, it may happen that the removal
of an element with high importance factor would affect the safety
of the overall structure. Referring to the structure illustrated in
Fig. 11, a damage acting on element I will imply more severe ef-
fects, say collapse, than a damage acting on element III. The suscep-
tibility of a structure towards damage is called robustness. This
concept has been already detailed within a probabilistic frame-
work by Baker et al. (2008). Direct consequences of damage, i.e.,
the ones associated with the initial damage, are compared with
the indirect consequences, e.g., propagation towards system
Fig. 12. A two-stories concrete frame.
Table 7
Geometrical and mechanical properties of the frame of Fig. 12. b and h are the width
and the height of the rectangular cross-section, respectively.
Element l (m) b (m) h (m) E (GPa)
1 5.0 0.40 0.60 30
2 5.0 0.40 0.60 30
3 4.0 0.50 0.50 30
4 4.0 0.50 0.50 30
5 4.0 0.50 0.50 30
6 4.0 0.50 0.50 30
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direct and indirect consequences sum together (Baker et al., 2008).
In that sense, the study of collapse propagation plays a fundamen-
tal role for understanding such phenomenon (Masoero et al., 2010).
Moreover, important considerations should be paid to the capacity
of the structure to carry the loads while it is damaged. Design
codes prescribe that the structure should be ‘‘tied together’’ in such
a way that local collapses are avoided (CEN, 1994). In that sense,
the outcomes of the previous sections on resistant mechanisms
may be relevant. On the opposite side, compartmentalization is
preferable in certain situations: referring to the terrorist attack
against Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in 1995, the lo-
cal collapse occurred after bomb explosion did not propagate into
the remaining part of the structure because of efﬁcient
compartmentalization.
The sources of damage, as presented, can be various: extreme
values of design loads, extraordinary loads, i.e., explosions, or dete-
rioration of the structure through environmental processes. In any
case, susceptibility of the structure towards damage has to be as-
sessed in order to design it properly and to prevent the conse-
quences of such improbable events. In the following paragraphs,
we illustrate how a loaded frame structure behaves when damage
acts on one of its elements (beam or column). This is an initial issue
for a more detailed analysis on the possibility of increasing robust-
ness of the structure by a speciﬁc design strategy, e.g., a conse-
quence-based design, see Section 7.1.
6.1. Damage models for structural members
In general, damage occurs when loading conditions are severe:
Yao et al. (1986) underlined the fact that structural damage neces-
sarily depends on (i) the material used (steel, reinforced concrete,
masonry or wood); (ii) structural conﬁguration and construction
(frame, shear wall, etc.); and (iii) loading conditions (static, dy-
namic). We add to this list (iv) the environmental conditions,
which play a fundamental role in aging phenomena. Concrete, in
fact, suffers undesirable degrees of change with time because of
improper design and construction speciﬁcations, errors during
the construction, or unexpected environmental conditions (Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency, 1998). Sometimes, due to inacces-
sibility of the direct structural component, this aspect is missed out
(e.g., in dams). In particular, referring to buildings, this can be the
case of foundations structures that are covered into the ground, or
columns that are covered by architectural shedding, and so on. In
International Atomic Energy Agency (1998), a summary of the deg-
radation factors (and their relative primary manifestations) that
potentially can impact the performance of the basic components
of reinforced concrete buildings (i.e., concrete, steel reinforcement,
post-tensioning system) is presented. This list can be straightfor-
wardly related to other concrete civil structures. Although opera-
tional procedures, which do not relate directly to structural
safety, are implemented for detecting aging effects (International
Atomic Energy Agency, 2009), the assessment of structural condi-
tion can be achieved by non-destructive techniques. Vibrations of
the structure (Cawley and Adams, 1979; Chen, 2000) or acoustic
emissions (Carpinteri et al., 2007) can be, for instance, related to
the degree of damage.
Damage phenomena on civil structures are various. Because of
that, it is difﬁcult to adopt a uniform approach for quantiﬁcation
of structural damage (Yao et al., 1986). In the past, different ap-
proaches were suggested. Krätzig and Petryna (2001) observed
the effects of damage on the overall structural stiffness: the degra-
dation process proceeds until the stiffness matrix becomes singular
and the structure collapse. In that sense, the tangent stiffness ma-
trix, at least along one deformation mode, tends to zero (Krätzig,
1997). Although the choice of a function for structural damage isa challenging task (Petryna and Krätzig, 2005), speciﬁc approaches
are possible only once damage causes are clearly identiﬁed. In or-
der to assess structural robustness with respect to a progressive
deterioration of the structural components, two different damage
models for structural members are herein proposed. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, subscript 1 refers to Damage Model No. 1, while
subscript 2 refers to Damage Model No. 2.
Two degradation models are considered. On one side, damage
on the structure acts at the material level (Damage Model No. 1).
As reported in Lemaıtre and Chaboche (1994), the phenomenon
can be modeled by softening of material strength and/or stiffness.
In the present work, the damage variable d1, varying between 0
and 1, acts on the uniaxial stress–strain relationship as reported
below.
r ¼ 1 d1ð ÞEi0e; ð15Þ
where Ei0 is the Young’s modulus of the undamaged ith elements, r
and e represent the stress and the strain in the material. For d1 ¼ 0
the element is undamaged, for d1 ¼ 1 the element is totally dam-
aged, thus it is removed.
On the other side, progressive deterioration of material, such as
spalling of concrete, or direct damage such as esposion, is consid-
ered (Damage Model No. 2). Structural damage is now deﬁned by
means of a damage index d2 that acts on cross-section area and
inertia (Biondini et al., 2008) and varies between 0 and 1, as before.
Table 8
Bending moments at the nodes of the elements during the damage process acting on Element No. 5. Continuous line (–) refers to
Damage Model No. 1 (damage acting on the Elastic Modulus), dotted line (- -) refers to Damage Model No. 2 (damage acting upon the
cross-section geometry). On the X-axis the values of the Damage Factor d1 and d2 are plotted.
3736 V. De Biagi, B. Chiaia / International Journal of Solids and Structures 50 (2013) 3723–3741In particular, the damage model supposes that the cross-section of
the damaged element reduces as much as the damage extends.
Therefore, area and moment of inertia decrease according the fol-
lowing laws
A ¼ A0 1 d2ð Þ2;
J ¼ J0 1 d2ð Þ4;
(
ð16Þwhere A and J represent the damaged cross-section area and mo-
ment of inertia, respectively. Ai0 and Ji0 are the undamaged cross-
section area and moment of inertia.
6.2. Behavior of a frame structure under a speciﬁc damage
The behavior of a frame structure under damage is now inves-
tigated. A structural scheme similar to the one of Fig. 12 is ana-
Table 9
Shears at the nodes of the elements during the damage process acting on Element No. 5. Continuous line (–) refers to Damage Model No. 1
(damage acting on the Elastic Modulus), dotted line (- -) refers to Damage Model No. 2 (damage acting upon the cross-section geometry). On
the X-axis the values of the Damage Factor d1 and d2 are plotted.
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proper reinforcement at nodes. The elements are characterized
by the geometrical and material properties reported in Table 7.
External loads are represented by uniformly distributed loads act-
ing on beams (50 kN/m) and horizontal forces applied to left-hand
side nodes (20 kN upon each node). In this simple analysis, dead
loads and service loads are considered together. In order to under-
line the behavior of the statically indeterminate structure underdamage, an elastic analysis is conduced and the effects of member
capacity in the overall response of the system are not considered.
Let us suppose that a damage process originates on Element No.
5, which is a base column. Both the damage models previously pre-
sented are taken into account; comparisons of the results are
made. Before going further, few considerations are necessary. First,
as much as the damage factor d1, or d2, increase from 0 to 1, the re-
sponse of the structure in terms of bending moment, shear, and
3738 V. De Biagi, B. Chiaia / International Journal of Solids and Structures 50 (2013) 3723–3741axial forces would tend to the situation in which Element No. 5 is
absent. Since at maximum damage, that is d1 ¼ 1 or d2 ¼ 1, the
same structural situation is implied, Element No. 5 removed, the
same force distribution upon surviving elements has to be found
independently of the chosen damage model. The same consider-
ation has to be made for the initial condition, that is d1 ¼ 0 or
d2 ¼ 0, representing the undamaged state of the structure. In addi-
tion, we assume that damage is applied slowly to the structure.
Therefore, no dynamical effects, which might change the response
of the structure, are considered in this ﬁrst approximation.
The structure is solved by means of the stiffness method. Bend-
ing moment and shear forces distribution are monitored as much
as the damage propagates in Element No. 5. In particular, in Table 8,
bending moments at nodes are plotted versus damage variable d1
or d2. In parallel, in Table 9, shear forces at nodes are plotted versus
damage variable d1 or d2. In both cases, plain line refers to Damage
Model No. 1 while dotted line refers to Damage Model No. 2.
As can be seen in Tables 8 and 9, the choice of the damage mod-
el is relevant for the response of the frame. Despite the fact that the
behaviors seems to be similar, Damage Model No. 2, which acts on
the size of the damaged element, is generally more conservative
than the other one. That is, equal values of bending moment (or
shear) at the ends of the elements are usually monitored for
d1 > d2. Although the damage modes give different results, for
the initial and ﬁnal values, that is d1 ¼ d2 ¼ 0 and d1 ¼ d2 ¼ 1,
the bending moment distributions (and the shear distributions)
are perfectly equal. Furthermore, other considerations can be made
regarding the trends of each force as long as damage increases
upon Element No. 5.
 Force distributions do not vary linearly as the damage parame-
ter increases. That phenomenon is independent of the chosen
damage model. As can be seen, the values of each force have
an initial plateau which extends from d ¼ 0 to d  0:8. In that
range, the amount of variation is relatively small if compared
with the trend for d > 0:8 (high damage).
 The diagram of the force versus the damage in Element No. 5 is
not monotonic. For example, referring to Node A increases as
much as the damage process grows. The value reaches a maxi-
mum and then decreases. In fact, for d2 ¼ 0:78; M1 is equal to
55.8 kNm, while the initial and ﬁnal values are 48.3 kNm and
48.7 kNm, respectively.
In general, until the damage remains small, no direct consequences
on the distribution of forces on the elements are recorded. The
great changes in the distribution of forces occur when the damage
parameter reaches values close to 0:8. In this case, depending on
the damage model chosen, either Young’s modulus is reduced at
the 20% of the original value, or the dimensions of the element
are reduced to 20%.Fig. 13. Sketch of the variable bounds in the example of Section 7.1. dpi is the value
of dp for which Fpi d
p  exceeds the bounds represented by Fi d ¼ 0ð Þ  Bi7. A measure of structural robustness of frames
As reported in the previous sections, some measures of robust-
ness take into account the so called ‘‘damage tolerance’’. Since the
examples proposed in the literature focuse on sudden damages, we
consider, on the contrary, the effects of a progressive damage on
frame structure. For each internal force (e.g., axial force, bending
moment or shear), a speciﬁc value of damage parameter can be de-
ﬁned. In particular,
dpi ¼min dp Fpi dp
 
6 Fi or F
p
i d
p P Fþi		
 ; ð17Þ
where dpi is the minimum value of the damage d
p on element p for
which the value of internal force Fpi exceeds the bounds F
þ
i and F

i .
These bounds represent upper and lower limits in the resistancedomain of the cross-section. Since each cross-section of the frame
should be controlled, the number of monitoring forces Fpi is arbi-
trary and reﬂects the geometry and the topology of the structure.
For example, referring to the frame of Fig. 12, bending moments,
shear and axial forces at the ends of each element are considered,
that is, 36 forces in total.
For each element p, the following parameter can be computed.
-p ¼min dpi
  8i; ð18Þ
where -p represents the minimum value of the damage variable dp
for which any monitored force exceed its bounds. That value, which
depends upon the structural response under the external loads and
upon the limits of each internal force, serves as a measure of the
frame robustness towards the damage on element p. A similar anal-
ysis should be conduced for all the elements composing the struc-
ture, if eventually subjected to damage.
7.1. An example
The methodology presented in the previous section can be ap-
plied to a real case. Considering the frame structure represented
in Fig. 12, whose properties are reported in Table 7, the values of
-p are computed for p ¼ 1; . . . ;6. As stated before, the number of
internal forces is 36, represented by bending moments, shear and
axial forces at the ends of each element. In order to analyze the
interaction between the forces as soon as the damage increases,
e.g., the plots in Tables 8 and 9, variable bounds can be considered.
That is, once a limit value Bi is deﬁned, upper and lower bounds for
each force Fi are computed as follows.
Fþi ¼ Fi dp ¼ 0
 þ Bi;
Fi ¼ Fi dp ¼ 0
  Bi;
(
ð19Þ
where Fi d
p ¼ 0  represents the value of force i in the undamaged
structure. A sketch showing the approach proposed is reported in
Fig. 13.
Values of Bi varying from 1 to 100 kNm, for bending moments,
and from 1 to 100 kN, for shear and axial forces, are considered. For
each simulation, equal values were assigned to the 36 monitored
forces. Results of the robustness analysis are reported in the plots
of Fig. 14 that refer to Damage Model Nos. 1 and 2, respectively.
The values of - are plotted versus the limit value that is Bi. Each
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Fig. 14. -p values for the damage acting on different elements at different values of the bound Bi . Damage Model No. 1 analysis is illustrated in left-hand side plot, on the
contrary Damage Model No. 2 analysis is illustrated in right-hand side plot.
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Some considerations can be drawn.
 The results obtained with Damage Model No. 2 are more con-
servative than those with Damage Model No. 1. This behavior
reﬂects in the calculation of -p.
 The structure behaves differently depending on the choice of
the damaged element. When damage acts on beams, e.g., on ele-
ments Nos. 1 and 2, usually larger values of- are obtained than
the cases when the damage acts on columns. Both damage mod-
els show similar behavior.
 In both plots of Fig. 14, curves referring to the removal of ele-
ments Nos. 3 and 5 present some linear parts. That response
is due to the interaction between the main resisting mecha-
nisms composing the frame, as illustrated in the previous sec-
tion of this paper.
 For any damaged element, there are values of Bi for which -
reaches a maximum and is constant. In that sense, once this
value is reached, any increase of the bounds, that means an
increase of the element capacity, would increase the robustness
of the structure. This aspect is fundamental in design of the
structure, as highlighted in the conclusions of this work.
As a preliminary result, it is possible to increase the robustness of
the frame with respect to a speciﬁc damage by assigning a proper
value of the bounds of the internal forces. A variation of Bi implies
that the values of - tend to 1. The plateau in the values of the
forces, as shown in Tables 8 and 9, can be attributed to the capacity
of the frame to redistribute the single-element damage to the rest
of load paths in the structure.8. Conclusions
A novel measure for quantifying complexity of a frame struc-
ture, intended as a measure of the difﬁculty in the description of
the behavior of a loaded scheme, has been herein proposed. The
approach takes into account decomposition of the structural
scheme into the sum of simple statically determined substructures.
Each one of these represents a possible admissible load path for the
forces applied at the nodes and transferred to the foundation. For
any load path, named ‘‘fundamental structure’’ in the present work,
the deformation work can be computed. Moreover, from the
comparison of this last quantity with the deformation work ofthe original statically indeterminate scheme, a performance factor
has been found. In the framework of an information-entropy ap-
proach, the distribution of the values of the performance factor
gives the measure of the complexity of the structure. Topology, dis-
tribution of stiffness along the beams, magnitude and position of
loads affect the value of complexity. Therefore, in order to compare
different schemes, a normalized measure of complexity has been
introduced.
This novel metrics has been applied to the analysis of frame
structures, which represents a common scheme in structural engi-
neering. Since the number of connections and nodes is linked with
the degree of static indeterminacy of the scheme, the computation
of the size and the shape of the set of fundamental structures (or
load paths) has been handled through algebraic graph theory. For
each element of the scheme, i.e., either a beam or a column, an
importance factor, showing the participation of each element in
the overall complexity of the scheme, has been introduced.
The examples proposed have shown that the measure of com-
plexity captures the presence of load paths predominant in the
structural response. The use of deformation work as a performance
indicator is due to its capacity to capture geometry, stiffness and
load distribution on the structure.
The parametric analysis of Example No. 2 highlighted the inter-
action between the different fundamental structures in a simple
two-stories frame under static applied loads. The standard frame
behavior is identiﬁed by a minimum in the deformation work of
the overall structure, corresponding to a ﬂat plateau in the plot
of complexity versus shape factor f. At the end, a beam importance
factor has been extracted and it has been shown that its value is
affected both by the topology of the scheme and by the stiffness
characteristics of elements.
The analysis of structural robustness permits to put into evi-
dence the capability of frame structures to redistribute the forces.
That peculiarity reﬂects the behavior of statically determinate
structures for which the internal forces distribution is not affected
by the distribution of stiffness across the structural scheme. Frame
structures, as illustrated in Section 6.2, are able to redistribute the
actions. In other words, until the damage remains small, no direct
consequences on the distribution of forces through the elements
occur. The effects on the structure of a damaging process acting
on an element can be controlled, and limited, if proper resistance
is given to the elements.
We suppose that the capacity of a frame structure to redistrib-
ute the actions in case of element failure can be partially addressed
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ment of a technique to account for material as well as geometrical
non-linearities in the response of the damaged structure. Element
capacity reduction has to be considered in the evolution of dam-
age: in fact, it is possible that the damaged member collapses dur-
ing damage spreading. The interaction between the response of the
overall frame coupled with the capacity of each element would re-
sult in a more realistic simulation of the behavior of the structure.
Non-linear behavior of the structure would be taken into account,
as well.
The results found in the framework of this research on struc-
tural behavior have immediate application in the searches of Alter-
nate Load Paths for increasing the robustness of structures. This
strategy is an effective way for protecting the structures from ex-
treme unknown events, i.e., increasing their allowance to Taleb’s
Black Swans.
Appendix A. A corollary of Menabrea’s Theorem
Let us consider a structural scheme, loaded with a force system
Q, with a degree of static indeterminacy equal to C. The previous
structure can be split into two parts. The former, A, is the one on
which all the loads are applied, the second one, B, is the remaining
part of the original structure. At the interfaces of the cuts between
A and B, C forces corresponding to the internal reactions do act.
This system of forces is equilibrated between the two sides of each
cut, therefore the original structure can be considered as the sum
of system A and system B. This statement is correct if and only if
compatibility equations are satisﬁed for each cut.
The deformation work for the statically indeterminate struc-
ture, Win, is equal to
Win ¼WQ ;A þ
XC
j¼1
Wj;A þ
XC
j¼1
Wj;B; ðA:1Þ
i.e., the sum of deformation work due to the external forces acting
on structure A, WQ ;A, and the contribution due to the C internal un-
known that rise at the interfaces of the cuts on the scheme A, Wj;A,
and on scheme B, Wj;A, with j ¼ 1; . . . ;C.
As anticipated, the displacement ﬁeld, g, should respect com-
patibility equations:
gj;A ¼ gj;B 8j: ðA:2Þ
The minus on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.2) reﬂects the fact that
the redundant force vectors have equal modulus but opposite direc-
tion on the two faces of the cut.
Deformation work made by system A is equal to
WA ¼WQ ;A þ
XC
j¼1
Wj;A; ðA:3Þ
where each Wj;A depends only upon the jth redundant force Xj act-
ing on scheme A, i.e.,
Wj;A ¼Wj;A Xj
 
: ðA:4Þ
Deformation work made by system B is equal to
WB ¼
XC
j¼1
Wj;B; ðA:5Þ
where each Wj;B depends only upon the jth redundant force Xj act-
ing on scheme B, i.e.,
Wj;B ¼Wj;B Xj
 
: ðA:6ÞApplying the First Castigliano’s Theorem (Castigliano, 1875), Eq.
(A.2) becomes
@WA
@Xi
¼  @WB
@Xi
8i: ðA:7Þ
Rewriting the previous expression, we get
@WQ ;A
@Xi
þ
XC
j¼1
@Wj;A
@Xi
¼ 
XC
j¼1
@Wj;B
@Xi
8i: ðA:8Þ
Remembering Eqs. (A.4) and (A.6), all the partial derivations are
equal to zero except in the case of the partial derivation of the
deformation work performed by the ith redundant force with re-
spect to itself, i.e.,
@Wj;A
@Xi
¼ 0 i – j; ðA:9Þ
@Wj;B
@Xi
¼ 0 i– j; ðA:10Þ
@WQ ;A
@Xi
¼ 0 8i: ðA:11Þ
Eq. (A.2) can thus be rewritten as:
@Wj;A
@Xi
¼  @Wj;B
@Xi
) @Wj;A
@Xi
þ @Wj;B
@Xi
¼ 0 ðA:12Þ
Considering Eq. (A.1), the partial derivative of the deformation of
the original statically indeterminate structure with respect to the
ith redundant force is equal to
@Win
@Xi
¼ @WQ ;A
@Xi
þ
XC
j¼1
@Wj;A
@Xi
þ
XC
j¼1
@Wj;B
@Xi
¼
XC
j¼1
@Wj;A
@Xi
þ@Wj;B
@Xi
 
: ðA:13Þ
Substituting Eq. (A.12) into the previous Expr. (A.13), we get
@Win
@Xi
¼ 0: ðA:14Þ
The obtained result is valid for all the C redundant forces and, thus,
@
@Xi
Wip Q ;X1; . . . ;XCð Þ ¼ 0 ðA:15Þ
for the Xi redundant forces for which the compatibility equations
are satisﬁed.
In the Cþ 1ð Þ-dimensional space, the point
X1;X2; . . . ;XC;Winð Þ
is a stationary point. The deformation work is a positive deﬁned
functional and, therefore, that point is also a minimum.
Thus, it is possible to state that for an internally statically inde-
terminate structure, the values of the internal redundant forces are
those that minimize the deformation work of the structure.
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